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Past data practices



Changes are coming
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Many causes of change



Changes are self-reinforcing



Changes are self-reinforcing



What do we all 'get'?

Interoperability good: metadata, 
provenance, standards

Collaboration on interoperability good: 
projects, communities

√√√√√√√√
√√√√√√√√



Example: R2R

"In recent years there has been a change in the cultural 
patterns in the marine science and other communities"

"Data are being exchanged, and re-used, more than ever 
{often} without direct involvement of the original data collector" 

Team
Data

Everyone's 
Data

My 
Data

Maps combined from multiple sources
http://earth.google.com/ocean/



Collaboration issues?

Getting community-wide consensus on best solutions

International collaborations 'across the pond' are bumpy

Why is this happening? (Ask me later.)

Our data are being provided in standard 
formats—whatever that means.



What are we missing?



What are we missing?

TotallyTotally collaborative  science



Collaborative science examples



SushiGate



Biodiversity



Biodiversity



Biodiversity



Social Networking



Network Effect strategies



Network Effect strategies



Annotations



Annotations



Annotations



Let's Review 
Past Practices

Changes are Coming

Many Causes

Self-Reinforcing

What Do We Do Now?
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What do you do now?



How do you use it?

expect social response, be ready to respond to it

start trying it on small scale (controlled environment)

start preparing to uniquely identify your data sets

and arbitrary subsets of them

value your users and contributers

know them, credit them, connect them



How do you shape it

value data reuse

track citations, number of accesses

encourage publication trends toward (your) data curation

do good provenance, metadata, semantics, preservation

since not every user provides equal (or adequate) wisdom…

rate the users' comments (& indirectly the users)

be prepared to take on, or delegate, user socialization

promote social values (respect for other views, civility)



Science will changeScience will change



Thank You & References

IODE Ocean Data Portal
http://www.iode.org

MMI: Marine Metadata Interoperability
http://marinemetadata.org

SEEGRID Community Website
https://www.seegrid.csiro.au/twiki/bin/view

OOI: Ocean Observatories Initiative
http://www.oceanobservatories.org



Collaboration issues?
Getting community-wide consensus on best solutions

International collaborations 'across the pond' are bumpy

Why?

Not enough resources—everyone reaches for too much

Financial resources ‘stovepiped’ (Euro/US) —
UNESCO+

Teams solving problems do so ‘locally’

Explicit goals rarely defined, more rarely broad


